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“My clients aren’t looking to reinvent the wheel,” 
says Wilder.  
“They just want a door access system that is 
secure, reliable and easy for their staff to use.”

With over a decade in business and over thirty years of 
experience in information technology and security, Wayne 
Wilder is well-versed in the security requirements of gated 
communities and recreational facilities such as pools and 
gyms. Wilder’s business, Perimeter Access Systems, is based 
in Dallas, Texas and specializes in access control systems 
and system integration for a variety of clients, with a strong 
focus on private residential communities and their associated 
recreation centers.

“Private residential and gated communities have strict 
requirements about who is able to access onsite facilities,” 
says Wilder. “Generally, access is limited to residents and 
their guests. Recreation centers with memberships have 
similar requirements. These clients require security access 
solutions that are robust and straightforward to implement, 
yet can also be quickly scaled to accommodate new 
members.”

During the COVID-19 pandemic and natural disasters, the 
ability to control access to facilities is of even greater 
importance. Solutions must be reliable, immune to errors, and 
can still provide security despite unforeseen circumstances 
such as power outages.

A Simple and Streamlined Solution

In recent months, Wilder has found that the Access8 Door 
Control System from First Choice Building Products is in high 
demand among his clients.

“We’ve installed one unit almost every week for the last twelve 
weeks,” says Wilder. “My clients have been very pleased so 
far with the system and have found it to be a good match for 
their properties’ needs.”

The First Choice Access8 system provides access control 
for up to eight doors. It is most frequently used by churches, 
schools, hospitals, storefronts, small businesses, and 
residential living facilities. The system is universally 
compatible with all standard readers, keypads, key fobs, and 
smart phones. With the Access8’s integrated touchscreen 
controls, users have the capability to manage multiple door 
IDs, set schedules and control different access levels. The 
system also offers free Windows 10 compatible software for 
remote access control management. In contrast to traditional 
door access systems, which usually only support two doors 
at a time, Access8 supports up to eight doors with no need 
to add additional functionality – a huge benefit for gated 
communities, recreation centers and HOAs (homeowner’s 
associations).

Straightforward,  
easily scalable security 
for HOAs,  
gated communities,  
and recreation centers.



Flexibility for Growing Properties

Most importantly for Wilder’s residential clients is the ease by 
which they can add new users to the system.

“In the North Texas area, there is currently a significant 
amount of real estate growth,” says Wilder. “Access8 enables 
property managers to easily add new residents to the access 
system and supply them with key fobs for entry.”

Wilder’s work installing the system begins before internet 
capability is available at new developments. The Access8 
system is set up locally by Wilder’s team through the touch 
pad screen, then later when internet capability is installed, 
the system is typically configured for remote access. The 
Access8 software can handle several doors and gates from 
one piece of software. In addition to new construction, 
existing pools, community centers and other properties 
can gain remote management capability by upgrading their 
existing systems to an Access8 controller.

“Access8 is a great solution for new construction and existing 
properties seeking to manage access to community pools, 
recreational centers, and amenity centers,” explains Wilder. 
“In North Texas, which includes; Dallas, Fort Worth, and rapid 
growth areas such as Frisco, McKinney, Prosper, Aubrey, 
and Little Elm, housing developments have been expanding 
rapidly;  the Access8 can easily support the expansion 
without the need to add additional hardware or software.”

Wilder describes his company’s experience with the Access8 
setup and installation process as “very straightforward.”

“We begin by connecting electric card readers and locks. The 
programming of the system only takes a few minutes. From 
there, the rest of the setup process is a breeze. It’s definitely 
a fast and low-stress installation experience, for both the 
contractor and the property owner or manager.”

Once the new construction process is finished, the developer 
turns control of the Access8 system over to the HOA or 
property manager.

“Whoever is managing the property can then grant new 
residents’ access from the easy-to-use touch pad screen 
or from a remote location via remote internet connection,” 
explains Wilder. “The convenience of the Access8 system – 
as well as its competitive price point – make it an attractive 
option for our North Texas-area clients especially amid the 
real estate boom. We don’t see the housing expansion – or 
the need for flexible door security solutions like Access8 – 
slowing down anytime soon.”

With Access8, your security experience is revolutionized through:

Manage multiple door ID’s, schedules, 
different access levels, and more from the 

state-of-the-art touchscreen display with on-
board controller software.

Access8 supports all standard readers, key 
pads, key fobs, and smart phones.

Use the Free Access8 software for remote 
access control management right from your 

Windows 10 PC.
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